Heartlands Programme Schedule:

**Episode 1: Wednesday 11th August**
Sharon visits Counties Cavan, Roscommon and Leitrim
- Shannon Pot with Manchán Magan
- Caolínn chats with Steve Wickham/Liam O’Maonlaí at Kilronan Castle
- Sharon & Caolínn visit the Shed Distillery in Drumshanbo
- Meet with Piper Ronan Browne in Battlebridge
- Eleanor Shanley chats in Cryans, Carrick-on-Shannon

**Episode 2: Wednesday 18th August**
Sharon visits Counties Leitrim, Roscommon, Longford and Westmeath
- Farmers Market at Carrick-on-Shannon
- Strokestown House and Gardens
- Chat and tune with Nathan Carter at Richmond Harbour
- Bay Sports at Hodson Bay
- Chat and tune with the Henshaw Family

**Episode 3: Wednesday 25th August**
Sharon visits Counties Westmeath, Offaly and Galway
- Pass through Athlone – Celtic Roots Studio
- Visit Clonmacnoise, Offaly
- Chat and tune with Seamus Begley at Luker’s, Shannonbridge
- Visit Portumna Castle
- Pallas Karting
- Chat and tune with Mundy at Pod Umna, glamping village

**Episode 4: Wednesday 1st September**
Sharon visits Counties Clare and Tipperary
- Visit Derg Isle and Holy Island
- Chat and tune with Gerry Banjo O’Connor at Garrykennedy, Tipperary
- Beal Boru with Aindrias de Staic
- Chat and tune with Susan O’Neill at Ballina/Killaloe